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In t roduc t ion

✓ This chapter mainly introduces Nessue network vulnerability scanning software, which is a network vulnerability scanning tool

that can simulate real data.

✓ This chapter explains Nessue in great detail, from installation to running steps.Nessue's scanning of network vulnerability risks is

helpful to realize the update and evaluation of security protocols in DT security evaluation.

✓ This chapter mainly introduces Nessue network vulnerability scanning software, which is a network vulnerability scanning tool

that can simulate real data.

✓ This chapter explains Nessue in great detail, from installation to running steps.

✓ Nessue's scanning of network vulnerability risks is helpful to realize the update and evaluation of security protocols in DT

security evaluation.
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His to ry

✓ Renaud Deraison introduced Nessus project in 1998 when he was only 17 years old for the internet community to provide free

remote security scanning. He introduced Nessus as an open-source project, led by the community while he was pursuing his career

in IT field. So, the copyright of Nessus belongs to the Renaud Deraison.

✓ The availability of the source code to all has led to the creation of forks, which are the rivals to the Nessus system. Soon it became

the leading vulnerability scanner in the world. Tenable network security company co-founder Renaud Deraison changed the Nessus

3 to a licensed version. The minority of the plugins and the Nessus 2 version are still GPL, which leads to the open-source project,

based on Nessus like porz-wahn and openvas. Tenable began working in 2002. It had 2 million downloads of the free version at that

time and 27000 businesses were already using it, while the paid version of Nessus came in 2005.
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Related Study

✓ Nessus is a network vulnerability scanner.

✓ It uses plug-ins, which are generally separate files, and the vulnerability checks are handled by them.

➢ Plug-ins are the individual pieces of codes which are to be used by Nessus for conducting individual scan on target plug-ins

that are wide in their capabilities and number.

✓ DT is a computer program operation.

✓ DT helps us in creating simulation of real-world data and predicts the network software performance or other software

performances, along with internet of things analytical software and artificial intelligence to enhance the performance.
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Basics

✓ It basically makes a virtual computer that receives feedback from the servers.

✓ Its configuration is simple or complex, according to the requirements. So, the plug-ins are launched in the manner given below

and target the host.

❖ Firstly, the parameters of scan are defined and then click on the new scan to create a new scan.

❖ After that, add the necessary details and then launch the scan. A report gets generated which shows that how many

vulnerabilities are present in the network.
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FEATURES OF NESSUS
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Basics

✓ Nessus essential

❖ It is the free version of the vulnerability scanner. Its scans are limited to 16 IP addresses and this tool is basically aimed for students

of the network technology and information security. It is also used by the businesses for understanding the requirements and see

how it works for their purpose and then the organization buys the paid version. So, it is not only for the students but it is also used

by the organizations and home users. You can pick up the free plug-ins that are provided by the community on the internet.

✓ Nessus professional

❖ It is one of the paid versions of the vulnerability scanner. It gives you full support features. It is the same software as Nessus

essential but here there is no restriction limit of 16 IP addresses. It gives you live results and the system also sweeps periodically.

Nessus professional is charged by the subscription method. This means that it is an yearly service and there is no monthly payment

method. If you want discount, then you have an option for multiyear subscription which is generally 3 years long. It provides seven

days’ free trial version.

✓ Tenable.io

❖ It is a cloud version of Nessus pro. It is more costly than Nessus professional and it comes with advance support packages. It starts

with the base price of 65 nodes and the price is increased in accordance with the node increment.
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BLOCK DI AGRAMS OF NESSUS SCAN PROCESS

✓ The block diagram of Nessus shows how the user interacts with Nessus software and performs the vulnerability scanning onto that.

Figure 10.2 shows how Nessus scan works and describes how the Nessus scan process works in which the user can check the

vulnerability of network IP address locally and remotely. With the help of the above figure, the user can select which type of scan

he wants to do and then add the necessary details to the new scan. Once the scan is executed, a report is generated, which illustrates

the vulnerabilities present in the network.
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PROCESS OF NESSUS

✓ For downloading Nessus, the users first need to sign up for an online account and then they can download the software and get

an activation code on the email-id filled at the time of registration. The steps involved are:
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✓ When Nessus is installed on your computer then point the web browser to the following address: https:// localhost:8834/. This is the address where

users have to complete the signup process and activate his/her copy of Nessus.



PROCESS OF NESSUS
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A. Click "New Scan" : After the user logs in, click "New Scan", and the newly scanned dashboard will appear, as shown in Figure

10.3.

B. Click "Basic Network Scan" : After clicking a new scan, the user must select the type of scan to be performed, as shown in

Figure 10.4. Typically, basic network scanning is done in Nessus.

C. Name the scan, add description, and set the target IP address: After selecting the basic network scan, you must enter necessary

details, such as scan name, description, and target. See Figure 10.5.

D. In the Target field, the user must enter IP scan details about the home network or local network. For example, if our router is at

192.168.0.1, after setting the target and starting the scan, a network vulnerability report will be generated, assessing the impact

of the vulnerability based on the color code in Figures 10.6 and 10.7.

E. In the Targets field, you must enter detailed IP scan information about the remote network. For example, if our router is at

192.168.1.52, after setting the target field, a report is generated showing the vulnerability of the network and its validity based

on the color code. This is shown in Figure 10.8-10.10.

F. Click "Save" : Now, depending on the number and type of devices connected to your network, it will take some time.
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PROS AND CONS OF NESSUS
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PROS

1. With Nessus, servers or workstations that lack critical patches can be identified.

2. It not only lists vulnerabilities, but also provides detailed descriptions of them.

3. Nessus Professional Edition also performs PCI scanning.

4. Nessus has the ability to use multiple configuration profiles/policies to perform different types of scans, such as 

malware scans, bad Shell Shock detection, and web application scans.

5. It also has the ability to classify vulnerabilities into risk-based priority categories, ranging from critical to normal.

6. Nessus' plugin architecture ensures that each vulnerability is checked as a separate plugin. This means that you have 

your own plugins.

CONS

1. It has the ability to use the upgrade function within records.

2. Sometimes, scans may take a long time to complete. Therefore, we need to divide them into smaller parts.

3. Advanced users are not allowed to disable plugins within plugin groups.

4. The status of the scan may improve as it only displays 0% or 100%, meaning that the progress bar does not show 

the percentage of the scan completed.

5. Scanning can be further simplified by default settings configuration.



Conc l us i on
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This chapter presents study of the history of Nessus, what it is and how does it work with the plugins. It also studies

features of Nessus which makes Nessus a highly recommended network vulnerability scanning tool in the network

forensic. A block diagram also describes the flow of Nessus vulnerability scanner. This chapter also presents that the

Nessus helps in digital twin evaluation for the network vulnerability scanning purpose, to make the simulation of the

real-world data, to predict the network vulnerability assessment performance. This chapter also presents how Nessus is

to be downloaded and the steps involved in taking a local IP address ( 1 92.168.0.1) and checking for the vulnerability.

We found 2 vulnerabilities in medium state, 2 vulnerabilities in low and the rest 16 lie under info category. Then we

performed the same with a remote IP address ( 1 92.168.1.52) and we found 2 vulnerabilities in high, 10 in medium

state and the rest 72 lie under info category.
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